Powered by AI: Analyzing the Influence of Artificial Intelligence Claims in Fertility Self-Tracking
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Abstract
In the past few years, there has been a proliferation of personal health applications, “powered by” artificial intelligence (AI) and positioned to help individuals make informed health decisions based on their personal data. In particular, fertility self-tracking is an area in which the use of direct-to-consumer AI is rising, and people are increasingly using these tools to seek or avoid conception. While these applications may have the potential to engage and empower laypersons to better understand their fertility, they often act as “black boxes,” offering little transparency as to how their algorithms work, and what personal data are used to make predictions. In this paper, we outline an ongoing study on how descriptions of “data-driven AI” influence users’ understanding of algorithm feedback about their personal data. Methods include an evaluation of commercial fertility self-tracking tools and an experiment to examine how users’ interpretation and trust change based on algorithms descriptions.
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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms are increasingly common in healthcare. Most often, AI has been proposed or used in healthcare to support physicians and hospital administration, for example, to identify sepsis early [15], or to predict patients’ risk of hospital readmission [19] based on psychosocial factors. However, in the past few years, there has been a proliferation of direct-to-consumer AI: personal health applications which use artificial intelligence to help individuals make informed health decisions based on their personal data. These applications cover a wide spectrum of lifestyle choices and health conditions, from diet control and physical exercises to mental illness. While these systems may have potential to engage and empower laypersons to take better control of their health, such applications often appear as “black boxes” to end users, offering very little transparency as to how their algorithms work, how reliable the results are, and what personal data are collected and used in making those algorithmic determinations.

Interpretation and Trust in Algorithmic Feedback
HCI researchers have previously described the challenges users face as they attempt to understand and interpret the inner workings and outward behavior of complex computer systems [1,6,12]. Recently, researchers have examined how people interpret and trust algorithmic output [1,6,12,18,20]. Yang et al. [20] have noted that “the black-box nature” of algorithms can “inhibit users from understanding” how they work. This can be problematic when users “over-trust” automated systems [5]. For example, Hollis et al. [12] investigated how algorithmic feedback may influence users’ evaluations of their own emotions. They reported that users may defer to an algorithm’s classification of their own emotional experience over their own personal judgment of that experience. These results suggest that users may place an inappropriately high level of trust in “black-boxed” algorithms [17]. Another study explored different strategies to explain algorithmic feedback to non-expert end-users [6]. The authors suggested that very detailed explanations on internal algorithm procedures (i.e., a “white-box” approach) could contribute to information overload, also posing barriers for non-expert end-users to understand how their technologies or devices work.

With the popularity of consumer-facing AI, it is crucial for us to understand how AI might influence non-expert users’ trust and usages of such systems, especially when making decisions based on these tools’ feedback can bring critical consequences to users’ lives—for example, in self-tracking for fertility.

AI in Fertility Self-Tracking
Fertility self-tracking is an area that has seen an increased use of AI, particularly in mobile apps marketed directly to consumers. These fertility apps allow people to collect diverse health indicators potentially related to their fertility cycles—such as period dates and other physical and emotional data—and provide feedback for users, including predictions for periods, ovulation, and fertility window. Fertility tracking is becoming a popular market, with more than
Preliminary Experiment Design

We will use a within-subject experiment: the same participant will see both versions of the simulated app. The order of the versions will be randomized to reduce bias.

![Figure 1: Preliminary design.](image)

Participants will be guided towards a simulation of a fertility app, starting from downloading the app from the app store, inputting data and analyzing its main visualizations. Figure 2

![Figure 2: Drafts of prototype’s screens—app store page, calendar, and graph visualizations.](image)

300 fertility apps currently available. In 2016, these apps were downloaded around 200 million times worldwide [9].

Many people are using these tools, and trusting their predictions, to either achieve or avoid a pregnancy—goals that can be very emotionally-loaded [7] and potentially life-changing. Besides, many people have only low to intermediate knowledge about fertility [3,4,11,14]. These aspects make the use of AI in fertility tracking a critical case to be studied.

Currently, many fertility apps are claimed to use ‘artificial intelligence,’ ‘smart algorithms,’ or ‘machine learning.’ These terms are often used interchangeably, and they appear to be intended to convey a high level of predictive accuracy. However, most apps do not explain their fertility algorithms or how they generate predictions [8,10,13,16]. It is also not clear what data, among the diverse health indicators collected via these apps, are used to generate fertility predictions. Further, vague descriptions of artificial intelligence algorithms may imply objectivity, credibility, or access to privileged information, influencing peoples’ beliefs concerning their capabilities [12,17].

In this study we want to analyze how descriptions of AI might influence users’ interpretation and trust in fertility self-tracking apps.

Methods

This paper outlines an ongoing study focusing on how AI claims influence users’ understanding of algorithm feedback about their personal data in the context of fertility self-tracking. We intend to address the following research questions:

1. How do users interpret outputs of fertility algorithms, such as the visualizations?
2. How do AI descriptions influence users’ decisions on adopting the system and trusting their results?

To approach these questions, we will first perform an evaluation of commercial fertility self-tracking tools using published guidelines for human-AI interaction [2]. Second, we designed an experiment to examine how users' trust and interpretation of apps’ feedback differ based on AI claims. We prototyped an app walkthrough experience for two versions of a fertility app. Version A promises “artificial intelligence,” “machine learning,” and “data-driven results.” Version B only provides the predictions. The rest of the prototype looks exactly the same.

Participants will be randomly assigned to use the different versions of the prototype. For each version, they will be led through the process of reading the App Store page of the app, downloading the app, inputting fertility-related data, and analyzing a calendar and a graph visualization.

After participants complete each app version, they will be asked to answer a survey covering the following: (1) Their interpretation of visualizations and predictions (e.g., “in your opinion, how does the app generate the predictions?”); (2) their willingness to use a fertility app for conception or contraception (e.g., “how likely would you be to use this or a similar app as your only birth control method?”); (3) their willingness to track different health indicators if they are or are not used for predictions (e.g., “if you learn that the app uses only your period dates to predict your
fertile window how likely would you be to track temperature?“); (4) their trust in the predictions for conception and contraception (e.g., “if you are trying to avoid conception, and your fertile window starts on the 12th, how likely would you be to have intercourse without another form of contraception on the 11th?”). We will also include questions to analyze participants’ general fertility knowledge, use of fertility apps, attitudes towards technology, and demographics. We hypothesize that AI descriptions would positively influence people’s willingness to use fertility apps and their trust in the results. We also hypothesize that participants would be more willing to track health indicators that are used by the apps to generate fertility predictions. The session is expected to take one hour. We plan to recruit around 50 female participants of varying expertise in fertility and fertility self-tracking.

Contributions
This study will help us examine to what extent people understand fertility algorithms and trust their results, especially considering the lack of information provided by most currently available fertility apps. As AI becomes increasingly pervasive in our everyday life, it is imperative to understand how lay persons understand, trust, and use algorithmic systems in making important personal decisions, and the broader societal impact of their widespread adoption.
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